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Abstract
Near-well flow analysis is an important tool for gaining detailed insight of the flow behaviour and for improving well design and production optimization of real reservoirs. One challenge of accurate numerical modelling of the flow field in the vicinity of the well is related to the scale disparity factor in space and time. The numerical scale gap between the reservoir and the wellbore justifies the representation of a well as a point or line sink/source term in traditional reservoir models. However, standard numerical techniques for reservoir simulation are incapable of resolving the near-singular character of the pressure field in the vicinity of the well. Under the assumption that all length scales have impact on flow patterns, we present a proof-of-concept study aimed at improving the quality of the numerical simulation by considering the geometry and fluid flow near the wellbore in a fully connected system, thus accounting for the fine scale phenomena by means of a hybrid Navier-Stokes/Darcy wellbore model coupled with a full scale reservoir model. A weak coupling method based on fixed-point iterations, that preserves the mass flux transport across the coupled interface, while adjusting productivity indices, is demonstrated via numerical experiments. Several
Introduction
1 Fluid dynamics in the vicinity of the wellbore has a considerable impact 2 on well productivity. In the last decade, many ultra-deep, long horizontal, 3 multilateral wells have been drilled. These wells can be very expensive and 4 may lead to complex wellbore flows. Accurate modelling of the flow behaviour 5 in the vicinity of the wellbores, including frictional losses, multiphase flow 6 effects, gas hydrates, is crucial for effective field operations. Classical well 7 models are based on several assumptions and cannot fully describe the kind 8 of behaviour or effects present in modern smart wells with downhole equip-9 ment [1] . Therefore, more complicated well models need to be developed, 10 in which conservation laws describing fluid dynamics in wells are discretised 11 and solved [2, 3, 4] . 12 General reservoir simulators use simple well models to relate the injec-13 tion or production with the sandface pressure within a computational grid 14 block [5] . At best, the well is treated as a boundary condition coupled with 15 a simplified one-dimensional wellbore model. Two types of well models have 16 mostly been used in numerical simulators, namely conventional and advanced 17 well models. Conventional well models treat the wellbore as a single unit 18 and provide a detailed analysis of fluid flow in standard vertical and de-19 viated wells [6] . Density variations along the well and frictional losses are 20 accounted for approximately [7] . Whilst advanced well models can handle 21 complex geometries, increased length of perforated intervals and presence of 22 control devices downhole in smart wells [8, 9, 10] . However, despite the so-23 phistication of these advanced well models, the predictions made with them 24 in some cases do not match the actual performance. Therefore, a model of 25 the wellbore that takes into account the geometry and the near-well flow 26 physics would lead to a powerful tool to gain improved insight in the flow 27 dynamics and in the predictability of the solution, especially the production 28 rates that determine the net present value of a reservoir. Including more 29 physics via improving the modelling basis in a full-field reservoir model is 30 2 not only computationally demanding, but also difficult to account for at all 31 relevant reservoir scales.
32
Several approaches have been developed to tackle this problem, particu-33 larly popular are techniques of domain decomposition [11, 12] , local-global 34 near-well upscaling [13, 14, 15] , multiscale methods [16] and coupled simula-35 tions [10, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . In the domain decomposition approach, the 36 field is divided into non-overlapping subdomains classified as near-well zones 37 or reservoir zones. Each subdomain is then solved separately using bound- have been presented as a robust alternative to upscaling the pressure equa-45 tion in Darcy related flow problems and have proved to be efficient on large 46 reservoir models [23, 24] . In flow simulations, multiscale methods use the geological fine-scale models to solve the problem on a coarse model. This for well modelling [26, 27, 28] and it is well suited for modelling the flow 69 of multiple fluids through fractions of reservoirs, completions and wells. In 70 recent years, there has been an increasing trend to use this powerful tool, 71 mostly motivated by the inadequacy of the classical Peacemann model [1] to 72 capture the detail and complexity of formation damage. Moreover, complex 73 scenarios, such as unloading liquid drilling fluids, sand failure, the impact of 74 changing wellbore shape and the complexity of certain well geometries can 75 be included in the global assessment of the reservoir.
76
The main objective here is to frame a mathematical environment for the 77 coupled modelling. We focus mainly on the scale disparity, i.e. the several 
Multiphase Flow Models

91
We first describe the full-field model based on Darcy's law and then we 92 formulate the Navier-Stokes equations in a way that allows both free flow 93 and flow through porous media under certain assumptions. The mass balance equations for an incompressible two-phase fluid (e.g. 96 water and oil) flow in a porous medium can be stated as
where S q and u q denote the saturation and the velocity of phase q, respec-98 tively, φ is the porosity of the medium, and M is a possible sink/source term.
99
The transport of phases is driven by spatial differences in pressure, p, and 100 gravity, g, which can be described by Darcy's law since it has low to moderate velocities (here in absence of capillary effects)
where K q is the product of the absolute permeability k and the relative 103 permeability k rq , µ q is the phase viscosity, and ρ q is the phase density. In 104 order to close the problem, we note that the phases jointly fill the void space 105 of the porous media, so the saturation equation holds
The well model representation using source/sink terms in reservoir simu-107 lators, relates the well inflow rate Q and the steady state pressure drawdown:
where PI is the productivity index and the pressure drawdown, p d , is defined
i.e. the difference between the block pressure containing a well and the 111 wellbore pressure. The productivity index is given by
where λ q is the phase mobility defined as k rq /µ q and the well index, WI, is a 113 constant value which depends on the ratio between the equivalent radius r e 114 and the well radius r w , the weighted horizontal absolute permeability k x k y , 115 the height of the cell h, and a skin factor S, using the radial form of the Darcy
The equivalent radius r e represents the radial distance from the well to the 123 r e = 0.140365 k y /k x ∆x 2 + k x /k y ∆y 2
Several other attempts to improve well modelling can be found in the 
where α q is the volumetric fraction. The phase conservation of momentum 140 is defined as
where p c is the capillary pressure, τ q is the phase shear stress, J represents 142 the momentum resistance source/sink term in a porous medium defined as
where β is the Forchheimer coefficient [33] . To solve the pressure-velocity coupling we use an extended version of the SIMPLE algorithm, the phase 145 coupled SIMPLE (PC-SIMPLE), which include closure relations for the in-146 terfacial coupling of momentum and turbulence in a multiphase framework.
147
The coupling terms are solved implicitly. Both the full-field reservoir model 148 and the wellbore model are based on finite volume spatial discretisations, so 149 we briefly recall the methodology. The discretisations carried on for both models in this paper are based 152 on the finite volumes method and the two-point flux approximation (TPFA) 153 scheme, which are briefly recalled in this section.
154
By further assuming single phase flow, (1) reads
If we partition the domain Ω into smaller volumes {Ω i }, a finite volume 156 solution will satisfy
for each volumeΩ i , where n is the unit normal vector of the volume inter-158 face ∂Ω i pointing outward. By approximating the pressure with a cell-wise 159 constant function p = {p i } we can estimate the flux across cell interfaces 160 γ ij = ∂Ω i ∩ ∂Ω j from a set of neighbouring cell pressures.
161
To formulate the standard TPFA finite volume scheme we introduce a 162 flow potential ϕ = p + ρgz and solve for an equation of the type
where λ is K/µ. The TPFA scheme uses an interpolation of two neighbour 164 cells, ϕ i and ϕ j , to approximate the flux and gathers all the terms that do not 165 involve cell potentials into an interface transmissibility T i,j , e.g. the mobility 166 which needs to be defined at the interface. Thus, the TPFA seeks a cell-wise
By definition, the fluxes are continuous across the interfaces and as a result 169 the finite volume method is conservative.
170
After defining the two models separately, we now look at the technique for 171 the coupled simulation. The method is well suited for commercial reservoir 172 simulators, because they can easily take into account dynamical changes of 173 the numerical PI and provide grid properties like pressure or saturation. 
where R is called the residual and x * is the solution of the non-linear system.
190
In the framework of coupling involving multiple applications, (16) can be 191 partitioned to reflect the contributions to the overall coupled problem arising 192 from individual applications, e.g. from two coupled application A and B: 
These equations represent constraints that need to be met and which can come for example from matching boundary conditions, matching fluxes (to 198 make them unique at interfaces), and so on. Moreover, there is no limitation 199 on the number of constraints as long as the computational cost is affordable.
200
From a software standpoint, the simplest mean of coupling multiple appli-201 cation codes together to achieve a multi-physics capability is based on some the near-well model by weighting the fluxes with respect to differences in 223 overlapping areas between cell faces, thus ensuring conservation of mass.
224
The source/sink terms used in the full-field model are updated using a 225 dynamic upscaling approach. The numerical PIs of the full-field model is
where the subscript i indicates a variable from the near-well model evaluated 
232
We replace the cell containing the well in the full-field simulator with an 233 improved well model, obtained from the near-well model by interpolating or 234 extrapolating the upscaled PI data.
where the superscript T indicates a value evaluated at the coupling time step.
236
The interpolation of the PI is substituted into equation 4. This quantity, the full-field model, due to the use of full-field time-steps, why we can assume 282 a pseudo steady-state of the smallest scales in the second near-well model.
283
The two models are coupled using the fixed-point iteration at the end of the The second monitor halves the coupling intervals until a certain tolerance 302 for the mass flow rate on the inlet are respected.
The third monitor ensures that the coupling interval is halved if the mass 304 flow rate on the outlet is changing above a certain tolerance
Numerical Results
306
The coupling algorithm is now investigated through several different cases Table 1 : Rock and fluid properties for the 1D water flooding case. *Oil is treated as incompressible dead oil and the formation volume factor is constantly equal to one irrespective of pressure.
The wellbore model is able to run with time-steps of 0.1 day until a quasi-331 steady state is reached. When the water front enters the wellbore model, the 332 time-step is reduced to ensure stability of the oil-water interface on the fine 333 grid. For the adaptive coupling time step we use a minimum coupling step 334 of 5 days. 335 We test the two different coupling methodologies mentioned above. The 336 coupling method 1 is only feasible for cases with small differences in time 337 scales across the domain. As the difference in time scale increases coupling 338 method 2 becomes attractive. porous media, why we only use it for validation for this simple case.
346
In Fig. 5 we present the production rates of both phases for the standard 347 coarse grid, the coupled framework and the reference LGR method. We see 348 a good match of water breakthrough between the coupled model and the 349 LGR method, however, the standard coarse model inaccurately models the provides a good alternative. Since the geometry and the rock properties are 375 modelled as a fully connected system, in fact, the pressure drop and the flow 376 information alongside the entire well is readily available, regardless of the 377 well orientation and features.
378
The completion of the investigated horizontal multi-segmented well con-379 sists of three different zones, cf. Fig. 9 . The well is segmented by two 380 packers, each 2 meters long, dividing the well into three zones. Each zone is 381 equipped with an inflow control device (ICD). Three different ICDs are used, 382 cf. Table 2 , which makes different characteristics of the individual ICD [37] .
383
Information about the completion is defined in Table 2 .
384
The horizontal well is located in a 60 m × 20 m × 60 m reservoir with 385 gravity acting in the y-direction, cf. Fig. 10 Fig. 11 shows that the highest production with the coupled multi-segment 396 completion are from zone 1. This is directly related to the flow characteristic 397 of the ICDs, which is seen in the difference in production of each zone. The 398 first water breakthrough happens in zone 1, a few days later in zone 2, and 399 last in zone 3. It should be stressed that using the Peaceman model, each 400 zone produces the same. Furthermore, the average pressure of the well cells 401 in each zone is shown in Fig.12 . Zone 1 has the lowest average pressure of 402 the well cells, as expected.
403 Fig. 13 shows the pressure distribution in the transient near-well model.
404
The influence of the different ICDs are easily observed, along with the influ-405 ence of the packers on the pressure. Furthermore, we show the jet inside the 406 well created by the the three ICDs, cf. and characteristics. Using a fixed-point iterative approach we are able to cou-
